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Keelung Harbor View Hotel or Huadu Hotel or similar class  x1 Night
Jiaoxi Sun Spring Resort or Prince Hotel or similar class  x1 Night
Taipei PaPa Whale Hotel or C-U Hotel or similar class  x2 Nights4 Breakfast / 2 Lunch / 1 Dinner

 Jun Old Taiwan Style Dining Room
 Hai Pa Wang Taiwanese Cuisine
 King Ping Dumpling Cuisine

SCHEDULE

Keelung MiaoKou Night Market - is nation-wide well-known for its great 
diversity of food, well organized night market, very popular among the locals 
and travelers in northern Taiwan. Famous food like Wu’s Potside sticker soup, 
Grilled sandwich, cocoa coffee, Wuji Crab Thick Soup, Ahua Fried Noodle, 
Wanji Tempura are aold at here.

Jimmy Park - the world of picture books is truly presented. The first few 
meters of the park, the original abandoned garden, has become a colorful art 
park, just like walking into the picture book and exploring the world of painthings 
of several meters.

Yehliu Geopark - the natural rock formations of Yeliu are an amazing array 
ofartistic shapes created by erosion and other natural forces.

Chiufen - a place where you get a chance to taste the local snacks and foods 
of Taiwan such as Taro and Sweet Patato Ball etc.

Shihfen Old Street - although the Shihfen Old Street does not necessarily 
attract tourists due to its traditional architecture, it does boast the unique 
attribure of serving as the only old street in Taiwan, which trains pass through 
on a daily basis. As they happily enjoy delicious home-cooked noodles, visiors 
can enjoy the sight of trains passing along the unfenced railway gates.

DanShui Old Street - do not misses out the chance to fulfil your taste buds! 
Taiwanese snacks which you might want to give it a try such as fish ball soup, 
oily bean curd (Ag Gei), iron egg, etc. You can also enjoy the centennial history 
of the old town.

XiMenDing - Ximending has been called the “Harajuku of Taipei” and the 
“Shibuya of Taipei”. Ximending is the source of Taiwan’s fashion, subculture, 
and Japanese Culture.

Taipei 101 Shopping Mall - Taipei 101 is the tallest building in the world, 
with a mega five-story shopping mall and occupying seven floors of the 
Financial Centre is the Taiwan stock exchange. You can also take the quick lift 
to 89th floor observatory (by own expenses).

Jingan Bridge - the bridge is 128 meters in length, and is the junction bridge 
between Shifen Village and Nanshan Village. Constructed in 1947, the bridge 
was used for the transportation of coalmine back then. After mining has 
stopped, it has been renovated and repurposed as the bridge for pedestrians. It 
is located close to Shifen Station and the old street, with Keelung River beneath 
it, and the blue-white colored bridge hence became a popular spot for visitors to 
take photos.

Aboriginal Local Products  Pi Xiu Tianlu Museum
Pearl Exhibition Centre
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